The strength of Sustainable City by France is its ability to gather into a single operating task force the State, local authorities, private companies and experts to identify and disseminate the best solutions and tools to accelerate the ecological, social and economic transition of territories.
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Faced with the impacts of human activities in all territories (climate change, loss of biodiversity, depletion of resources, etc.), it is urgent to specify the fundamentals of the sustainable city and focus all efforts in shared and desirable trajectories.

SCbF and its members propose a logical framework for a joint action, based on 4 pillars: sobriety, resilience, inclusion and creativity.

Discover our Manifesto:
https://francevilledurable.fr/en/
The «do-thank» to get inspired and share tools, methods and operational solutions

**INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES**

Promoting French and European references for sustainable cities:

A support tool for the French Ministries for Ecological Transition and Foreign Affairs to promote French know-how and expertise in the field of sustainable city, and the development of sober, resilient, inclusive and creative territories on a global scale.

- **Develop and operate** the online hub www.sustainablecitybyfrance.org.

- Organize **delegations abroad**, representative of all public and private professional stakeholders to share the French expertise on all sectors and across the entire value chain of the sustainable city.

- Participate in **professional events** in partnership with Business France and under the “Choose France” pavilion.

- Broaden our **international partners’ ecosystem** to benchmark experiences, share knowledge and open perspectives for our members.

**EUROPE**

SCbF is involved in the French steering committee for **Horizon Europe programs** dedicated to cities: Driving urban transition partnerships and “100 climate neutral cities by 2030” mission, in partnership with the French government.

**"SUSTAINABLE CITIES IN ACTIONS"**

The new annual meeting of Sustainable City by France dedicated to French professionals to challenge the vision of the sustainable territory and prioritize actions.

An international section allows to compare approaches and get inspired by the best realizations abroad.

Access replay: [https://playlist/x73kng](https://playlist/x73kng)
Sustainable City by France:

tools, methods and operational solutions

THE SUSTAINABLE CITY HUB

A toolbox and showcase useful for all sustainable city professionals, in free access.

Inspire and encourage the replication and massification of operational realization and solutions in support of transitions.

French professionals contribute to the platform to promote French expertise and know-how in the field.

Find out all our news, tools and inspiring examples for territories

francesustainablecity.org

NATIONAL ACTIVITIES

- **Working groups:** Resorting to our members’ expertise on cross sectional topics (digital sobriety, health and wellbeing, supply and logistics…) to produce operational guidelines in support of local transitions.

- **Territorial workshops:** Training and awareness-raising of elected officials and local executives with dissemination of operational tools and access to SCbF network to accelerate action.

  Energy renovation, public spaces and mobility, trade and industry, economy and employment, food and urban agriculture, waste management...

- **New training cycle in 2022:** Climate change and Anthropocene: understanding and reducing urban impacts - How to develop a sustainable, resilient, inclusive and creative project on your territory?
Join the French professional network of sustainable cities and territories!
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